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Introduction

• How did the idea form?

• A. Buildings cause the highest CO2 emissions (average: 40%, followed by industries with 
35%, followed by transport with 25%), and 

• B. Façades represent the biggest area of any building.

• Thought:

• Nobody will cover his building façades with ugly panels with visible cells and strings and 
bus bars. Color had to be given maintaining aesthetics, durabilty and efficiency. 
Without using anything but inert materials. Totally opaque, invisible components.



From Lab to Industry

• Great results and parameters in the lab, after time and money spent. 
• Industrial trials necessary.
• What had to be checked industrially: 

• (a) is it technically feasible and by who? 
• (b) is the result as good as in the lab ? 
• (c) is it as efficient, beautiful and durable as in the lab? 
• (d) can it be produced and installed at a reasonable additional cost in comparison 

with traditional passive façades(or else nobody will buy it)

Andreas Schüler group, LESO-PB, EPFL



From Industry to Market

• 1st Question: Who are we?

• Scientists passing on the technology for royalties?

• Glass producers? 

• PV producers?

• Façade installers?



From Industry to Market

• The answer:

• We are all of them, except scientists passing on the technology. Why?

• Solar was not capturing the attention and imagination of conglomerates: if any 
development existed in that part, the same way in different parts of the world. There was 
no notion that alternative energy was required.

• None of the European glass industry was interested in producing for us, or even in the 
whole subject of BIPV. Only one accepted to make our unavoidable industrial trials for 
Euros 150’000.- for every 10 square meters!!

Even though it might having been easier had we been part of a big Group, like a lot of people in 
the audience are, similar problems would have occured and will continue to occur. Bureaucracy, 
procedures, other interests, lack of understanding and interest in alternative methods, and pre-
occupation with other items and plans.



From Industry to Market

• 2nd Question: What are the priorities to go to the market with something new? (only basic 
market studies could be done at the time for such a product. The major element was the 
modest cost difference. Things now positively changed, a lot, in this field because of the 
climate issues).



From Industry to Market

• The answer:

• IPs for protection
• A brand. Kromatix inside for solar panels, like Intel inside for computers. It is the 

biggest asset. Kromatix is now prescribed by architects and clients we have never 
approached.

• Showcases: People and potential clients did not understand much about the subject 
and the priority was to show them the beauty, the efficiency, the simplicity of the 
installation and its modest additional cost in comparison with a traditional façade. 
All that on properly installed projects.

• Supply the funds to do that.
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From Industry to Market

• We had to do everything, the whole chain: buy the raw material, make the PVD coating 
for the color (a big glass Company in Dubai accepted to put their equipment at our 
disposal), laminate the cells, finish the panel, supply the installation system and execute 
the project turn-key).

• It might seem easier for big companies to achieve the above but this is not necessarily 

the case, for the same reasons – politics, procedures, apathy, lack of understanding etc. 

Sometimes, it can be even harder, although things are changing rapidly and adoption is 

becoming critical. Few choices are available to them.
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Awakening



Awakening

• Useless to be continuously crying on the past – We need to look to the future with an 
eye to the past. Allan Greenspan and the retro-mirror. Gains of the past. Food, security, 
etc.

• Nothing in the Universe is black or white. There are many possibilities and many 
solutions. Fusion of the hydrogen into helium. Human tendency: simplify. But infinity of 
small different actions needed. Big groups can help accelerating.

• Progress based on mimetic theory and scape-goatism. René Girard.
• We went too far in the wrong direction: emissions, soil, food excess, forests, oceans, etc. 

We must correct. Urgently.
• The black swan: the good one and the bad one.



Awakening

How the line to our future is drawn is
up to us…..

Education, politics, big companies needed

Dangerous direction

This is destructive

Correcting direction

Black swan

Black swan



Awakening

• Energy and CO2equivalent emissions. Decoupling growth from emissions. Role of big Companies in certain items 
with 17% of the global energy and 25% of the CO2 emissions. But other GHG as well – all contribute to CO2e which 
is at all-time high.

• Water: pollution, disruption of the cycle, agricultural practices leading to destructive flooding.

• Food: Chemicals and poisons are the current paradigm; over-production with 1/3 thrown out, monocultures which 
kill biodiversity, distances crossed, NOx emissions can be 298x worse than CO2 for global warming! (and a person 
present here developed a system of measurement which can be really useful)

• Oceans: Pollution by plastic, sounds/noise, chemicals; rising teomperatures, bleaching of corals, species vanishing, 

• Biodiverstiy and loss of insects and animals and the grave consequences. Insects pollinate, feed birds etc.

• Deforestation and consequences not only on CO2 lack of absorption, but on the weather system. Eg: Amazonia and 
West Africa – Cut trees, flooding issues, erosion of soil, then drought. Historical pattern.

To do something useful and quick, knowledge is the first step. 
Start by helping people to separate the chapters and stop obfuscating things:

by Erin Wiedmer, permaculture designer/ecosystem restoration. erin@wiedmer.net



What Can We Do?

• Stop releasing dangerous chemicals – oils, CH4, N2, sunscreens, fertilizers, pesticides and biocides; 
take one extra step to detoxify them or find an alternative. Big companies can do this- technology 
is there so BE the change!

• Stop killing soils with pesticide and herbicides/insecticides. Treating the soil as living biology will 
allow healthier food, water management and higher yields. Healthy biologically active soils create 
rain (!), cool temps, hold water.

• Plant as many trees, sea-vegetation as possible and protect what remains. Wetlands, marshes, 
peat bogs, mangroves, seagrasses, prairies, forests.

• Aim to eliminate all effluents and atmospheric pollutants; remove microplastics at very least!
• Change our cities to be more efficient, greener, cleaner and community focused. Build better –

greener steel and cement alternatives.
• Invest in projects trying to clean up and reduce pollution – eg kelp farms, water filtration, solar 

projects, regenerative farms and forests, mangrove planting. These can make a huge impact, but 
are often overlooked! 



What Can We Do?

• Integrate durability in the business model.
• It will help the world, but also bring money to the companies

• By E45 – EPFL, IMD, UNIL
• We anyhow are at the point of shifting from one economical model to a different 

one.
• Interdisciplinary work is now a must

1. 

Research

3. ACTIVATE 

CHANGE

2. Education



Whom To Address?

• People and education, in general. Most are now waking up but need to be guided in 
knowledge and in daily small actions.

• Politicians for them to (a) understand from planeticians and follow their instructions, 
and (b) really act and not only political blabla.

• Big Companies that history, or whatever laps for humans is remaining, will remember 
them as killers or savers.

• Consequently groups of research, properly found and founded, treated and listened to. 
Then bringing from lab to industry with a whole green chain.



Example: Switzerland

• Small and middle-size Companies represent 65% of the employment, and 15% of the 
energy consumed.

• More than two thirds of them have no policy of energy efficiency, while they have a 
strong unexplored potential of reducing the energy needs.

• The return on investment of energy is not well understood.
• Energy transition can become a profit center (lower cost, higher HR attractivity, name 

and reputation, direct sales for certain activities of big Groups. (Example PPAs).



Example: Switzerland

Examples of Danon and Michelin, and the circular economy.

Durability to become a profit center



Conclusion & Next Steps

• From lab to industry. How to proceed and in which field.
• Action, if any, by decision makers of the present Companies (real action, politics, 

strategy, concrete divisions built).
• Bringing to life (industrialization) already developed and proven concepts: NO2 

monitoring, coating developed in same lab as Kromaitx, but for tube heat transmission 
and low cost for hydrogen production for example (hydrogen being a good thing for 
heavy transport and not individual cars, where and how to produce it), etc.
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